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Email: yvonne@kyndt.net     

Website: mayflowerrotary.org                                     
https://www.facebook.com/billericaymayflower?fref=ts  

 

 

                               Mayflower says a fond “farewell” to club stalwart Andy Hunter, but not 

adieu.                                                                                                        

And Andy won’t be lost to Rotary – as soon as he, Liz, and Katie have 

settled, Andy plans to check out the local clubs, and get right back into 

what he does best, using his energy, compassion, and impressive 

organisation skills to continue helping others in greater need than 

ourselves. 

 

 

http://www.mayflowerrotary.org/
https://www.facebook.com/billericaymayflower?fref=ts
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Letter from the President 

                                                                                  
To paraphrase Private Eye: “So Goodbye Andy Hunter, 

Rotarian of this parish, raconteur, republican, stickler for 

detail, all round good egg. You will be missed.” 

 Mayflower has had some great 

Rotarians over the years and Andy is 

up there with the best of them. Good luck 

in Wilmslow and we look forward to 

visiting you, probably in the new year. 

I am pleased to report that Summerfest 

and Soap Box Derby were both 

approved to take place in 2023 by a 

significant majority and of the absentees 

that evening, several are committed to 

be involved anyway. Now the hard 

work begins.  

Always great to report sporting 

triumph. Well done to Nick and Bob for 

winning the District Tennis. Not only 

that, they thrashed the opposition 6-1, 6-

1.  

I’d like to thank Nick for arranging the 

petanque evening with 14 Rotarians and 

partners taking part.                    

Thanks also to Ifor for arranging the 

country walk in the Little Burstead 

area. 

 

 

A lovely afternoon, topped off by a 

great pint in the Duke’s Head. We’d like 

to take this opportunity to wish Ifor a 

speedy recovery following his recent 

contretemps with a car door! 

And in accordance with the wishes of 

the club to “liven up” meetings, thanks 

go to Yvonne for arranging the very 

revealing “Room 101” evening and to 

Nick for an entertaining “Would I Lie to 

You” evening, which both went down a 

storm. As someone said, “Rotary 

fellowship like it used to be”. Anyone 

with any similar ideas please let us 

know.  

Delighted to hear that Barry Howe 

arrived safely back in the UK following 

his trip to Moldova – see Barry’s report 

later in this edition. 

Finally, on behalf of Stephanie and 

myself, thank you all for your good 

wishes following the death of her mother 

on August 7.  Regards, Mark 

 

Mosquito Bites by Ivan Itch                                                                     Lost Causes by Noah Veil                                  

Cooking with Red Vegetables by B. Troot                                             Irish Flooring by Lynn O'Leum                                          

I Hate the Sun by Gladys Knight                                                              It's a Holdup! by Nick R. Elastic                                        

The Disappearance by Otto Sight                                                           I Didn't Do It! by Ivan Alibi 

Back by popular request – some book recommendations 
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Business meeting  

 Fundraising – 

John Parry 

 

The latest club business meeting 

was largely given over to 

presentations on Billericay Soapbox 

Derby and Billericay SummerFest. 

The date for BSD remains under 

discussion: the date for BSF was 

fixed for Sunday, July 2. 

The most important outcome was 

that it was agreed that we would 

stage BOTH events.  

with no profit made. This 

arrangement has been in place for 

three years.  

The sound system cost is significant, 

with a quote for 2023 at £17,500. 

RL is to check the availability of a 

curtain-sided lorry to act as a stage.  

Ifor Roberts (IR) to check availability 

of straw bales. 

MC: Availability of Stewart Pink as 

MC is to be established. 

The Course: A new layout is being 

considered with the addition of a 

“rocky road” (a series of small 

bumps). 

SE suggested obstacles might be 

named after Mario Kart characters 

or sponsors. 

Finances: CC presented a slide 

showing projected costs versus 

income. The outcome looked 

healthy. 

Other matters 

Frank Pamplin raised the issue of 

fundraising and the allocation of 

funds to charitable causes. He and 

others are concerned that the 

destination of profits raised from the 

big events is not clear and he 

suggested that a specific charity or 

charities should identified. It was 

agreed that this concern should be 

referred to Projects. John 

H&S: RL proposed that Tony 

Sprackling should liaise with RR, 

with RR to act as H&S officer on 

the day.   

Program: It was felt that the 

opening time of the event at 

10.00 was too early and that this 

should be moved to 11.00, with 

racing starting at 12.00. 

Feedback from SBD 2022 

indicated that there was a 

demand for some sort of 

entertainment such as live 

music, after the event. Cockney 

Treble and Abba Tribute band 

(Helen Arbour) to be considered 

and costed. 

The presentation of soap box 

prizes could take place between 

acts. 

RL is to check availability of Sun 

Corner with Basildon Borough 

Council. 

Equipment: The cost of 

maintaining and positioning the 

ramp has become significant at 

around £2,000. KD suggested 

this might be avoided by using 

the Ops team.  

CC explained that the cost of the 

inflatable barriers was by virtue 

of a deal struck with the 

operators and limited to the 

cost of manpower used to 

transport, inflate, and check 

them throughout the racing 

 

Billericay Soapbox Derby 

A meeting was called by Richard 

Leahy (RL) in order to put together 

a team, appoint key personnel, and 

to make the case for holding the 

event.  

Key Personnel: were identified as 

follows:                                         

Colin Campbell (CC) – Procurement                                                                                         

Stewart Ellis (SE) – Advertising 

material                                           

Keith Dewis (KD) - Ops                                                                          

Yvonne Kyndt (YK) – Publicity                                                                                                           

Richard Leahy – Event Manager                                                                                         

David Randall (DR)– Sponsorship 

A separate meeting will be held 

with Richard Rackham (RR) to 

discuss the website. 
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In Alistair’s absence, Mervyn Rogers 

made the following proposals to club: 

1. £100 to Friends of Lake Meadows for 

their photographic competition – this 

was agreed.  

2. $1000 (approx. £830) to the RC of 

Lilongwe-Lingadzi in Malawi for a project 

to provide sanitary pads to secondary 

school girls – this was agreed. 

3. £250 for a zoo trip for local Ukrainian 

refugees – this was agreed. 

4. £5,000 to Kool Carers for a support 

group for 25 for a year (using remaining 

Kids’ Fund, then the General Fund) – this 

was agreed.  

 

 

 

 

Projects - Alistair 

Moulds 

Club Admin. - Barry Fagg  

 

 
The other new sub-committee comprising Mervyn Rogers, John 

Morris, and Chris Thurman where still looking into alternative 

meeting venues. John said that at this stage they had nothing 

to report. 

Christmas Party: Barry confirmed that he had booked Mount 

Avenue Banqueting Suite for the Christmas Party on Friday, 

December 16. Barry asked for suggestions for music for the 

evening and several options are being considered. Barry 

suggested that once numbers for our own club attendance 

were known he would consider inviting other Billericay Rotary 

clubs to attend. 

Attendance: John Vaufrouard advised that Wednesday 

attendance numbers were on the up. However, a growing 

number of members were not having meals and concern was 

raised that this trend may increase. 

Membership: NTR  

 

Barry Fagg confirmed that the newly constituted 

social sub-committee comprising Mark Chambers, 

Yvonne Kyndt, and John Murray had suggested a 

varied social programme for the year ahead. 

 

Meetings/Programme: Nick Sillitoe advised that the programme was fully booked through the year although 

the venue(s) for November/December were still to be confirmed. The aim was for a good mix of events. He 

reported that after discussion with the President it was decided to cancel the November partners’ evening as 

this would be too close to other events. 

Publicity/PR: Nick reported that the Waitrose promotion dates for BCM had been arranged and that 

discussions with all local radio stations were also ongoing. 

BF reiterated that we should bang the gong a bit more re: our charitable donations. JV suggested that we could 

use the reverse of the Waitrose flyers to list charitable donations made. Barry 

 

 
What do you call it when you mix alcohol with American literature? Tequila 

Mockingbird! 

“Ladies. If he can’t appreciate your fruit jokes, then …. let that mango!!”. 

Why did the Mexican take antianxiety medication? For Hispanic attacks! 

What's the difference between ignorance and apathy? I don’t know and I don’t care. 
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From ShelterBox 
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Trinity House 

Club was delighted to welcome Karl 

Lumbers recently. Karl gave us a 

fascinating and very professional 

talk sharing the story of Trinity 

House (TH). And what a fascinating 

account it was.  

Karl, a retired Master Mariner and 

Marine Consultant described how 

TH maintains over 60 lighthouses 

around England, Wales, the 

Channel Islands, and Gibraltar; 

monitors aids to navigation, which 

range from isolated offshore 

towers exposed to the open sea 

(e.g. Eddystone and Bishop Rock) to 

shore-based stations in some of the 

nation's most beautiful locations, 

such as Lizard, Bardsey, Nash Point 

and Peninnis; maintains around 450 

buoys, and additionally inspects 

those maintained by port and 

harbour authorities, utility 

companies, and oil/gas rig and wind 

farm operators. 

Safety at sea, via their Notices to 

Mariners, providing essential, up-

to-date information and advice to 

those navigating within their area 

of jurisdiction – is TH’s primary 

function. 

TH also provides wreck-marking, having a statutory responsibility 

to mark and, if necessary, quickly remove wrecks that are a 

danger to navigation.                                                                                         

TH is also responsible for a satellite-based navigation system, in 

conjunction with the two General Lighthouse Authorities, one for 

Scotland and one for All Ireland, that together cover all of the seas 

around our islands.                                                                                      

Other responsibilities include the PANAR (Providers Aids to 

Navigation Availability Reporting) database – an online database 

administered by TH to assist harbour and other local Lighthouse 

Authorities to fulfil their responsibility to maintain records of aids 

to navigation. 

TH can also provide deep sea pilots for expert navigation for ships 

trading in northern European waters. 

To enable TH to fulfil these responsibilities, it has three purpose-

built TH vessels (THVs):                                                                                               

1. THV Galatea                                                                                                                   

2. THV Patricia                                                                                                                   

3. THV Alert                                                                                                            

which are designed to carry out the important work of 

maintaining this range of aids to navigation, including lighthouses 

and buoys. Its main operational base is at Harwich, where there is 

also a buoy yard, with also a smaller base in Swansea.                                                  

 

L to R: Speaker-finder Nick Sillitoe, 

Karl Lumbers with President Mark 

Chambers 

THV 

Galatea 

As part of the duty of care to aged mariners, TH now owns and 

manages 18 almshouses in Walmer, Kent, comprising 18 one and two 

bedroom bungalows for mariners of more than 15 years’ service, or 

their widows/spinster daughters. TH was a benevolent fraternity with 

a self-appointed duty to care for distressed mariners and their widows 

or dependants. That fraternity, (today a charity), was based at 

Deptford, with a great hall and 21 almshouses to its name. 

Almshouses in time became a major part of their charitable works, 

although today the Trinity House Maritime Charity extends to many 

other diverse projects and causes. (Continued next page) 
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Karl took us through the incredible 500-year history of TH, from its “Incorporation” in 1514, when Henry VIII’s 

royal charter established the Corporation of Trinity House of Deptford Strond to regulate the conduct of those 

who run ships, with Sir Thomas Sperte as its first Master, right up to the 2014 celebration of 500 years of 

service to mariners. An absolutely amazing story! 

 

 
It’s great to get out! 

 

The very much appreciated walk started and finished at Duke’s Head, Little Burstead. A handful of members 

and partners, guided by Ifor Roberts, was blessed with good weather and glorious views, only bested by a 

cooling drink back at the Duke’s Head. 

L to R: Terry Gregson, Mark Chambers, John Murray, Jan Walker 

L to R: Peter Walker, Barry Fagg, Terry, Ifor Roberts, Mark, John 
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Room 101 

Would I lie to you? 

In the spirit of making a change 

(“CHANGE!!!!!” I hear you ask) to our 

usual meeting formula of an invited 

speaker, we thought that activities 

that could be seen as a little “left-

field” might be good fun. And 

judging by the reactions from 

members, it was just that!                                      

We had two evenings planned: a 

“Room 101” evening, where 

members were asked to relegate 

something (or some ONE!!) to Room 

101 (a location whose name 

incidentally was inspired by the 

torture room in George Orwell's 

novel Nineteen Eighty-Four, which 

reputedly contained "the worst thing 

in the world"). I wonder who 

nominated grumpy old men?? 

 

This was followed by 

Nick’s “Would I Lie to 

You” evening – it was a 

little disconcerting to 

learn how well SOME 

people can deviate so 

convincingly from the 

truth – but in this post-

truth era, we shouldn’t be 

surprised! Left: the teams. 

Just a small sample of members’ 

nominations for Room 101  

Left - our Mystery Guest - Colin Bennett from Colchester Forum 
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Snippets 

Tennis Success 

Billericay Mayflower played Colchester 

Camulus in the tennis final, and Billericay came 

out victorious with a 6-1 6-1 win!  

Nick Sillitoe partnered Bob Tyrrell to beat Colin 

Brodie and Andy Gill (right to left in the photo) 

Looking forward to reclaiming the trophy at a 

future presentation! 

 

 “Seeing this on the rack in SRU at Basildon 

Hospital just now was very heart-warming 

and uplifting”.   

Letter from Barrow Farm Riding for the 

Disabled 

Dear Mark,                                               

A big thank you for the fabulous donation of £1,000 to Barrow Farm Riding for the Disabled.  This is 

absolutely amazing and so important to our ongoing ability to provide riding experiences to some of 

the most vulnerable members of our local community.                                                       

I am sorry some of your members were not able to attend our Open Day a few weeks ago. 

This was our first Open Day in three years, and we took great delight in watching children competing 

in the Countryside Challenge classes.  Here is a photo of some of our winners.   It was particularly 

wonderful for parents of children who come to Barrow Farm from special schools to be able to watch 

their child, not only riding but winning – something they have so little opportunity to do in the rest of 

their lives.  

Thank you again for your ongoing support to us, we really do appreciate it.  

Kind regards and my personal thanks, Karen  

Karen Lehner, Vice Chairman, Trustees 

 

Message from Ifor: 
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Bye, Andy, and the best of luck 

 

 

Here are just a few moments captured from Andy’s last meeting as a full blown Mayflower Rotarian. He gave a 

short presentation citing some of the highlights of his nearly 30 years with the club, having been inducted by 

Derek Chapman. 

These included: - Scatters, as far flung as Edinburgh, Dublin, Cork, Limerick, Paris, Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Isle 

of Man, Brussels – with many associated anecdotes, mainly associated with fellow travellers rather too 

enthusiastically “getting into the spirit” …… literally!!                                                                                                                   

- Charter Nights, 2002 having been particularly “interesting”.                                                                                                              

- Coach trips to Wisley, Montreuil, and Bruges.                                                                                                                                     

- His time as District International Officer that included involvement in many Rotary Global Grants including the 

Mayflower School in Wankaner, the Chennai Eye Hospital, the Rajkot hospital CT scanner, and Thriftwood 

College (£80k, including £20k from Sao Paulo). Andy fondly recalled some of the great fundraising events that 

he’d enjoyed: race nights, quizzes, SummerFest, Christmas Market, charity football match at BFC with the FA Cup 

and Premiership trophy, and also service events such as KidsOut.                                                                                               

-He also took time to remember those members no longer with us: Chris Webb (group photographs), Laurie 

Hutchison (awards endowment), David Smith (his marriage proposal), Jim Hull (Royal Marines), Gerry Owen 

(endless bonhomie, and stories), Brian Needham (secretary), Howard Watson (shotgun pact), Nick Lamborn (best 

buddy), Peter Owen (mentor) and Ram Mehta. Andy also thanked John Murray for his support for Katie.  

So, Andy ended saying he was looking forward to the next chapter in his life, possibly with Wilmslow and District 

Rotary, and suggested a joint meeting later. There was also an invitation to Manchester- they have bedrooms to 

spare!!! 

Andy with friend and fellow Harlow Tye Rotarian, 

Kevin Pitt 
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This time we went through the 

Channel tunnel because they gave 

it to TEECH for free, and, with a bit 

of a wait for a few hours we were 

off. It’s tough driving for 22 hours, 

but it gets us there. There, being 

just inside the Romanian border, 

then another day’s driving to the 

other side of Romania, and one 

more day and we are into 

Moldova. This time it only took us 

about three hours to get though 

border control. But we then had to 

park the lorries to be okayed for 

import processes.  

So, next day we get clearance, but 

only when customs feel like it of 

course! We collect the lorries, 

head for the first school, and start 

the set-up to create new toilets 

 

My Moldova trip – in my own words! 

 

Barry Howe 

An early start and off we go. A stud 

wall goes up first, and then I'm able, 

with some help, to get stuck in 

setting up waste pipes and spacing 

the toilets, which carries on for a 

few days. Basins with hot water, a 

heater, and boys’ urinals going in.  

We go from a hole in the floor with 

a big, long drop, to proper toilets.     

Every morning when I had to use 

the old toilets, I reminded myself 

why we were doing this. It was 

really, very unpleasant!  

One of our lorries took out a load of 

food and clothing aid, and a 'shop' 

was set up for the locals to kit 

themselves out, for free of course. 

And food aid was taken round the 

village to these desperate people 

with the local social worker and 

TEECH volunteers.   

 

Of course, none of this would have 

happened without Romeo, our 

Moldovan fixer, who helped solve 

my plumbing issues on a daily 

basis. My grateful thanks to him. 

 

 

 

The old toilets 

Just some of the food aid and 

local volunteers 

 

We finished our work a day early, 

so I had the pleasure of delivering 

aid to a Ukraine camp, which had 

been a hotel, but is now used to 

home the displaced Ukrainians.  

Opposite, there was another 

block, also handed over to the 

Ukraine refugees. Their stories 

would make you cry: can you 

imagine the house next door to 

you being bombed.   

We take three long days to get 

home. 

We must remember to thank JV’s 

daughter and son-in-law, Sue and 

Pat Crace, who raised a large sum 

of money that paid for half of the 

improvements to one of the 

schools, the rest was funded by 

Mayflower. Sue and Pat know the 

situation out there and 

understand my passion for 

bringing Moldovans into the 

modern world – loo by loo! 

(Continued next page) 

 

 

Romeo in the red shirt 
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Sergio, a young Moldovan lad, paints 

murals at both schools.                   

Below, one of Sergio's finished 

paintings

 

 

 

The results! 

In addition to the food 

aid, there were five 

bikes, and it was great 

to be able to give one 

of these bikes to a 

local lad.  

Barry, hard at 

work 
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TEECH needs all the help it can get! Moldova is a very 

poor county. 

Quote - I asked Andy, who had been out to deliver 

food parcels, how it had gone. He said, "We gave a 

man a food parcel, but he needs one every week". 

Please help me to help them all.                                          

e-mail: barrymhowe@yahoo.co.uk  Tel:01277 651542 

Mob: 07775 998662. Barry 
 

 
The adorable Mr M 

 

  

 

A bit of healthy???? competition 

from Mr Moore – Gary wins on 

points……… or socks!!  

mailto:barrymhowe@yahoo.co.uk
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If you are looking for a social evening, 

BCC will be running a Comedy Night on 

Friday September 30 - a few beers and a 

laugh! 

Spoiler alert! The language can be basic, 

and they don’t always tiptoe carefully 

through PC, so not for those of a 

“sensitive” nature. 

The audience is mixed age groups and 

usually includes a group of single ladies - 

with ladies often being in the majority. 

Please let me know if this is of interest. 

David 

Buffet-Dance 

October 22, 7.30 for 8, at the Burstead Golf 

Club.                                                                                   

A buffet with musical entertainment,                    

dancing, and hopefully, the                                     

opportunity for a little flutter! 

Ticket Price: £29 

Proceeds to TEECH in connection with their 

efforts to help the people of Moldova and the 

Ukrainian refugees there. There will be TEECH 

representatives in attendance and who I’m sure 

would be happy to chat.                                                                                              

Please let know how many places you require. 

Barry  

Wonderful to see the return of Billericay Town’s Winter Warmer 

at Stock Village Hall, on Saturday, Oct 29.  

Details to follow, but proceeds will be shared between Kool 

Carers and the Ugandan bore hole project, that are two of Town’s 

chosen charities. Barbara Campbell 

I have arranged a three-hour canal boat trip for my Probus 

Club, from Papermill Lock on Friday, September 23, 

commencing at 12.30pm. 

The trip includes an afternoon tea-box of assorted sandwiches 

and cakes, with tea and coffee. There’ll also be a pay bar for 

alcoholic beverages, if required. The cost is £25 pp. 

Please let me know if you’d like to come along: the event is also 

open to friends as I have available spaces, but on a first-come/ 

first-served basis. Colin. 

Alistair has arranged a visit to St. Luke's 

Hospice (Farriers Way, Bulphan, RM14 

3EB) at 14:00 on Wednesday, September 

21. 

The maximum ideal number of people 

would be 10, to allow for a comfortable 

visit, and available car-parking spaces.                                 

St Luke’s is happy to extend the invitation 

to a second date/time rather than 

disappoint, if more than 10 would like to 

go. 

Please contact Alistair if you are interested 

in visiting St Luke’s. 

What’s on!! 
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Date Activity Speakers and venue Contact 

Sept-04 

Pétanque 

4.00pm onwards Lake Meadows Yvonne Kyndt 

Sep-07 Mary's Meals  

Theresa McEwan                   

BFC Nick Sillitoe 

Sept-11 

Mill Meadow 

Fayre Mill Meadows Nick Sillitoe 

Sep-14 Army Life John (Rambo) BFC Nick Sillitoe 

Sep-21 

  

 

St Luke's Hospice 

Kerry 

Chambers/Joanne 

Lucas BCF Nick Sillitoe 

Sep-28 Business meeting BFC Mark Chambers 

     

Oct-05 Royal Residences Maggie Piper BFC Nick Sillitoe 

Oct-12 Business meeting BFC Mark Chambers 

Oct-19 

Photography 

competition  Chris Thurman BFC Chris Thurman 

Oct-22 

Buffet Dance for 

Moldova Barry Howe BFC  Barry Howe  

Oct-26 

Tales from the 

Titanic Lucy Allen BFC Nick Sillitoe 

     

Nov-02 Challenging MND 

Liane Iles       

BFC Nick Sillitoe 

Nov-09 TBC BFC Nick Sillitoe 

Nov-16 

Commonwealth 

War Graves Alan Murdey  Nick Sillitoe 

Nov-23 

Special General 

Meeting TBC Mark Chambers 

Nov-30 BCM briefing TBC David Randall 

     

Dec-01 

BCM – Ops team 

briefing TBC David Randall 

Dec-04 BCM   

Dec-07 Christmas Quiz TBC  

Dec- 9 

Carols at the 

Colbys’ Details later Derek Colby 

Dec-14 BCM debrief  David Randall 

Dec-16 Xmas party 

Masonic Hall, 

Shenfield 

Barry Fagg 

Dec -21 No meeting   

Dec-28 No meeting    
 

 

Club Diary 2022  
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Comedy corner 

 

 

Avoid being bothered by wasps 

at picnics, by smearing jam on 

your children. 

 

I was thrown out of our local Tesco yesterday. They asked 

me what I was doing in the staff room. I told them I was on 

my break. They said: “But you don’t work here”. I said I’d 

just finished using the self-service till, so clearly, I do! 

My attempts 

to combine 

nitrous oxide 

and Oxo 

cubes made 

me a laughing 

stock 

So, I tried to come up with a 

carpentry pun that woodwork. 

I think I nailed it, but nobody saw it. 

I once bought a whole gallon of Tipp-Ex. 

Big mistake. 

Don't you hate it when 

someone answers their own 

questions? I do. 

 
I’m not saying spelling is 

important, but……… spelling is 

important!! 

Man who invented beach footwear for people 

with one leg is declared bankrupt. 

He told the local newspaper, “It was a flop”. 

Local man joins dating site for 

pyromaniacs. 

He said, “Got a match straight away”. 

Maybe if we start telling people their 

brain is an app, they’ll want to use it. 

I always take my wife morning 

tea in my pyjamas. But is she 

grateful? No, she says she’d 

rather have it in a cup 


